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INTRODUCTION 

Educators have sought adequate means of Identifying the 

prerequisites to successful teaching. Procedures identifying 

successful teachers would enable administrators, teachers, 

and pupil personnel workers to select, guide, and train teach-

ing personnel mora appropriately* Research shows that a num-

ber of techniques have been devised to identify potentially 

successful teachers. For the most part, however, these pro-

cedures have proved inadequate# 

The present study was made to determine the relationship 

between the level of teaching effectiveness of beginning ele-

mentary teachers and three individual characteristics of 

prospective teachers. A secondary purpose was an attempt to 

improve the service rendered by the School of Education at 

Sorth Texas State College, Denton, 1?exas, in the selection 

and guidance of students who indicate a desire to enter the 

program for preparing elementary teachers. 

The relationship between the level of teaching effective-

ness of beginning elementary teachers and three individual 

traits of prospective teachers was investigated by a field 

follow-up. This was done to provide a suitable criterion 

for identifying some of the prerequisites to elementary 
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teaching effectiveness and to enable the School of Education 

to evaluate the results of Its elementary teacher training 

program more effectively. 

Statement of the Problem 

the problem In this study was to determine whether there 

la a relationship between the level of teaching effectiveness 

and the individual factors of temperament, intelligence, and 

grade-point average* this constellation was the basis for 

classification of the sample population into below-average, 

average, and above-average groups, according to teaching 

effectiveness. 

Significance of the Preble® 

According to Barr (2), there are approximately one and 

one-quarter million teachers in this country, teaching 

approximately thirty million pupils. The schools In which 

these pupils and teachers work constitute one of the country's 

most extensive enterprises and supply the foundations for 

democratic order. lext to the pupil, the teacher Is the most 

Important single factor In this great enterprise, le is the 

central Impelling force in the educational effort. Without 

effective teacher®, there cannot be effective schools. 

To obtain qualified teachers, there must be wise selection 

and guidance, good preparation, and sound employment and 

placement practices. The education of teachers should be 



predicated upon discriminating selection, Ih order to select 

and guide wisely, one must have accurate knowledge of the 

prerequisites of effective teaching and possess the means of 

Identifying these prerequisites In a reliable fashion, The 

affective education of teachers, both before and after they 

enter service, depends upon the ability to Identify progress 

in attaining teaching efficiency* Inefficiency in evaluation 

leads to inefficiency in teacher education. Only by knowing 

the results of efforts to educate teachers may this process 

be improved, those responsible for selection, guidance, and 

education need more precise information relative to teaching 

efficiency. Administrators and placement officials need this 

information for effective employment assignments and promotion 

practices. 

The fair treatment of teachers and pupils Is likewise 

involved in this problem, as is the quality ©f service rendered 

by the schools, there is already available considerable evi-

dence, subjective and objective, to Indicate that current 

methods of evaluating teacher efficiency are inadequate. 

The teacher, the professional educator, the administrator, 

the pupil, the home, and society would all profit by better 

measures of teaching efficiency. 

This study proposed to isolate the aore effective pro-

cedures for guidance of future elementary teachers receiving 

their training in the School of Education at Horth Texas State 



Collage, Denton, Texas. Events in recent years have made 

the public more aware of the responsibilities which the 

public educational system must successfully discharge to the 

child, the horn®, and society. The maimer in whioh teacher-

training responsibilities are met by teacher-education insti-

tutions will influence greatly the course of development of 

these three areas. 

In the state of Texas, the responsibility for recommend-

ing elementary education students for state certification 

has been vested in the college conferring the degree. 

Responsibility for recommending students for admission to 

the elementary teacher education program at North Texas State 

College has been delegated to the Committee for Admission of 

Students to the Elementary Teacher Program. Successful com-

pletion of this program is necessary for recommendation for 

state certification} this recommendation is made by the Dean 

of the School of Education. A copy of the recommendation 

form Is shown in Figure 2. (See Appendix, p. 85.) 

The Committee for Admissions administers a program 

designed to screen students not properly suited for elemen-

tary teaching and to provide guidance for the educational 

programs of potential elementary teaohers. The Committee 

for Admissions continually seeks more appropriate methods 

and procedures for administering its program. 

The purpose of determining the relationship between the 

level of teaching effectiveness and the individual factors 



of temperament# Intelligence# and grade-point average was to 

discover the extent to which these factors, as a group con-

stellation, were predictive of success in elementary teaching* 

th® ratings of teacher effectiveness were gathered for screen-

ing and guidance of potential elementary education students 

receiving their training at forth Texas State College. It 

is anticipated that these data will aid the Committee for 

Admissions in planning the professional and social develop-

ment of elementary education students for fulfillment of 

individual needs. In summary, the data yielded by this 

investigation should facilitate the School of Education at 

North fexas State College in discharging its responsibility 

for preparing public school teachers, and should be applicable 

to all similar programs* 

Basic Assumptions 

1. It was assumed that a sufficient number of beginning 

elementary teachers would be available t© permit classifi-

cation of a sample population according to the individual 

factors of temperament, intelligence, and grade-point average. 

2. It was assumed that first- and second-year beginning 

elementary teachers would represent a valid and reliable sample 

for evaluating elementary teaching effectiveness. 

5, It was assumed that there was a sufficient number of 

immediate superiors who would accurately rate the individual 



elementary teachers on the basis of their first and second 

years of teaching experience. 

4. It was assumed that the college coordinators of 

student teaching would recall accurately the activities of 

each elementary education student and use the rating scale 

effectively. 

Limitations of the Study 

As designed and conducted, the experimental format of 

the investigation possessed several limitations not con-

trolled, as follows: 

1. The study was made on a female population, since 

elementary education graduate® for the academic years 1058-5® 

and 1959-00 did not provide sufficient male beginning elemen-

tary teachers for classificatlon of an adequate sample* 

therefore, the results may appropriately be generalized only 

to guidance efforts administered to female elementary edu-

cation students* 

2. The sample population was limited to certified be-

ginning elementary teachers in fexas. therefore, generali-

zations predicting beginning elementary teaching success may 

appropriately be mad® only when administering placement efforts 

to elementary teachers for teaching positions requiring similar 

state certification. 

5. The sample population was limited to graduates of 

Morth 2?exas State College during the academic years of 1958-59 



and 1959-60, who had ©©cumulated one to two years of teaching 

experience. Therefore, generalizations predicting beginning 

elementary teaching efficiency May appropriately he made con-

oeralng only relatively short-term, and not long-term, 

successful teaching assignmenta. 

4. The sample population utilized only beginning ele-

mentary teachers employed In the metropolitan area of north-

east Texas and west central Texas cities. Therefore, 

generalizations predicting beginning elementary teaching 

efficiency may appropriately be made only In placement of 

beginning elementary teachers In such urban areas* 

Hypothesis 

The hypothesis of this study was that the effectiveness 

of beginning eleaentary school teachers, as rated by their 

immediate administrative superiors and their college coordi-

nators of student teaching, would vary significantly among 

three levels of groups classified by utilizing a standardised 

teat of mental ability, selected scales of a standardised 

personality Inventory, and complete undergraduate grade-point 

averages# 

The testing of the hypothesis facilitated answering 

the following questions: 

1. What is the relationship between the level of ele-

mentary teaching effectiveness of the sample population of 

elementary teachers trained by North Texas State College and 
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the Individual factors of temperament, intelligence, and 

grade-point average? 

2. Are tia® classification groups of "below average," 

"average," and "above average® slgnlfleantly different groupst 

Sources of Data 

The sample population was selected by using the record# 

of the Committee of Admissions. Classification data con-

cerning temperament and intelligence were secured from the 

Committee's record® of graduates from the 1963-59 and 19S9-60 

academic years. Sb* current teaching assignment and location 

were obtained fro® the Morth Texas State Goileg© Placement 

Office. Grade-point averages were computed from permanent 

records in the office of the Registrar at North Texas State 

College, and the identity of the college coordinator of 

student teaching for each graduate wa® obtained fron records 

available in the office of the Director of Teacher Training, 

School of Education, North fexaa state College# 

She evaluation of beginning elementary teaching effec-

tiveness was obtained from the elementary teacher®' laimedlate 

superiors by a personal field interview and from the college 

coordinators of student teaching at forth fexas State College, 

who rated subjects on the basis of their senior student 

teaching experiences. 
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Description of Subjects 

The subjects used In this study were certified beginning 

elementary teachers who were graduated from Sorth Texas Stat® 

College during the academic years of 1958-59 and 1959-60. 

The sample population was composed of female beginning ele-

mentary teachers employed in the northeast Texas counties of 

Collin, Cooke, Dallas, Denton, and Tarrant, and in west 

central Texas counties of Midland and Sctor, as distributed 

below in Table Z« 

f ABLS I 

DISTRIBUTION OP SAMPLS POPULATION BY COUNTIES 

Mumber 
Counties of Teachers 

Collin 12 
Cooke. . i 
Dallas 13 
Denton 4 
So tor • . . . . . . . S 
Midland 16 
Tarrant. 19 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 

The beginning elementary teachers had at least five, but 

not store than eighteen, months of teaching experience. The 

sample population held Texas elenentary teaching certificates. 

Age range of the sample population was from twenty-two to 

forty-eight years. The Majority was found to be married. 

Grade assignment® ranged throughout the elementary level. 
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The number of beginning elementary teachers assigned to each 

grade level Is indicated In Table II. 

TABLK II 

QBAI>E LKVBLS TAUGHT BY TEACHERS WHO WIRE GRADUATED 
DURING THE ACADEMIC YEARS 1958.69 AND 1959-60 

Grade Frequency 

6 § 
S . . . . . . 9 
4 . . . 11 
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
2 17 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 

Grade level frequencies in Table II were provided by 

each. teacher*s immediate superior. 

Procedure for Collecting Data 

Data relating to the effectiveness of beginning elemen-

tary teachers were obtained from the immediate administrative 

superiors and college coordinator of student teaching by 

the questionnaire-Interview technique. These data were 

gathered during the months of February and torch, 1961. 

A standard teacher-rating scale was used to record the data. 

According to Barr (l), although teaching is many thing®, 

there are common elements which existj It is these common 

elements which this study sought to measure and analyze. 

The literature states three different approaches to 
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characterization of teaching effectiveness, Sometime®, the 

successful teacher is described in terms of personal quali-

ties ; sometimes, In terms of mental prerequisites such as 

knowledge, special skills, and attitudes; arid sometimes, In 

teams of behavior*• 

It must be remembered that the objective in this study 

was to Measure the level of effectiveness of beginning ele-

mentary teachers at which they have actually performed on 

the job* It is known that teacher® aay posses® the necessary 

qualities and mental traits, yet not be successful in teach-

ing. Based on these facts, behavior in the claasroo® teaching 

situation was the selected criterion for measuring the effec-

tiveness of beginning elementary teachers. 

Educational literature offers many suggestions for 

measuring behavior in the work situation. However, most of 

theie suggestions are baaed on each author's ideas on rating 

teaching effectiveness* Barr il) presents eleven points for 

measuring the characteristics of successful teaching* These 

points were femulated by the teachers attending the Summer 

Seminar for Factor® in Teacher Success at the University of 

Colorado in 1954. fhe telescoping of the many descriptive 

term® for measuring teaching success was the result of a two-

step process at the Colorado conferences (1) an analysis was 

mad® of the experimental and psychological literature on the 

subject—approximately 157 titles, and (2) a group of eighty-

three experienced teachers, supervisors, and administrators 
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was appointed to reread the general literature, over on® 

thousand titles, and to list and categories th© descriptive 

data. The categorising was don® by group discussion* which 

extended over a six-week period, The search was for coawon 

eleaents found within th® data gathered, Th© efforts resulted 

In eleven behavioral oharacteristics of successful teaching* 

For this study, the examples illustrating each character-

latlc were determined by utilizing the jury-of-judges tech-

nique, and represent the consensus of twenty-three graduate 

students at forth Texas State College, The Judge® were 

experienced teachers, supervisor®, and administrators study-

ing at th® doctoral level. Th® judging procedure involved 

writing eaoh rating oriterion on a chalkboard so that all 

could study the criterion's meaning. The judges were asked 

to state their ideas of concrete example® which, they believed, 

represented the oriterion under consideration. The judges as 

a group were then asked to vote on the various proposed 

examples, and a consensus was obtained. This process was 

followed until concrete examples were added to each criterion 

as a frame of reference for the immediate superiors and the 

college coordinators of student teaching. The rating scale 

is presented in Figure 1. 
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ILBM1MTARY TEACIB5R RATIN© SCALE 

S 0 A P I 
SUPERIOR GOOD AVSRAOE POOR INFERIOR 

B 0 A P I 
1. Degree to which teacher exhibits behavior 

associated with Identifying pupil needs? 
e.g., helping students net realistic goals, 
familiarising self with student's cumulative 
records, toeing familiar with individual 
physical, Intellectual, arid emotional needs 
of students. X X X X X 

2. Degree to which teacher exhibits behavior 
associated with choosing appropriate learn-
ing experiences} e.g., field trips, oral 
reports, written reports, and group experi-
ences. 1 1 n x 

3. Degree t© which teacher exhibits behavior 
associated with providing for Individual 
differencesj e.g., providing individual 
activities, providing individual instruction, 
and providing proper grouping. X X X X X 

4. Degree to which teacher exhibits behavior 
associated with creating favorable mind 
sets and motivation; e.g., choosing appro-
priate subject material, maintaining 
teacher-pupil rapport, and maintaining 
proper physical and social environment. X X X X X 

5. Degree to which teacher exhibits behavior 
associated with snaking activities meaning-
ful} e.g., relating Material to practice 
situations, relating material to previous 
experiences, and relating material to 
future plans. X X X X X 

6. Degree to which teacher exhibits behavior 
associated with analysis and organisation 
of learning experiences; e.g., teacher-
pupil planning, and operation, maintaining 
functional oomunleatlon channels, and 
aiding students in self-evaluation. X X X X X 
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RMIHG SCALE--Continued 

S CI A P I 
SUPERIOR GOOD AVKRAG8 POOH INFERIOR 

7. Degree to which teacher exhibits behavior S 0 A f I 
associated with setting and defining goals; 
e.g., aiding the student In understanding 
own goals, aiding the student In setting 
acceptable social, moral, and ethical goals. X X X X X 

8. Degree to which teacher exhibits behavior 
associated with direction of group activi-
ties; e.g., encouraging interaction, main-
taining an acoeptant-democratlo atmosphere, 
and maintaining group Interest. X X X X X 

9. Degree to which teacher exhibits behavior 
associated with proper teacher-pupil re-
latione; e.g.# acceptance of students, 
acceptance of student as a person of worth 
and dignity, and working with the student 
rather than on or for. X X X X X 

10. Degree to which teacher exhibit® behavior 
associated with the use of appropriate 
learning aids; e.g., audio-visual aids, 
current displays, integrating subject 
matter with aids. X X X X X 

11. Degree to which teacher exhibits behavior 
associated with the evaluation of pupil 
growth and achievement; e.g., evaluating 
students' total growth, evaluating stu-
dents' potential, and proper testing 
procedures. X X X X X 

Interviewee's title 

Teacher's grade assignment, 

teacher' s age 

Teacher's marital status. 

School enrollment 

Fig# 1—Elementary teacher rating scale 
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In order to convey the support of the School of Education 

to the study, the Dean provided a letter Introducing the 

interviewer to the administrative superiors in the field, 

fhe letter of introduction is presented in Figure 3. (See 

Appendix, p. 86.) 

College coordinators of atudent teaching rated the sub-

jects 1 effectiveness as a teacher on the basl® of their senior 

student teaohing experience, by means of a personal interview 

with the investigator at North fexas State Gollege. 

Procedure for treating Data 

fhe next step was to quantify the data collected# 

Murphy and others {0, pp. 14*67) found that a rater yield® 

a distribution resembling nonani when offered five alter-

natives from which to choose, such as inferior, poor, average, 

good, and superior* These alternatives were assigned the 

quantitative weights ofi inferior, I; poor, 8j average, 5| 

good, 4j and superior, 5. two other important advantages, 

according to Murphy, are that the method (I) doea away with 

ratera or Judges of subjective data and error® arriving 

therefrom, and (2) yields direct objective information con-

cerning teacher effectiveness. In addition, the procedure 

has high reliability. 

Using the above quantitative data, total® were computed 

and used as the raw data for analysis in this study, fhree 

different statistical tests of the hypothesis were »ades one 
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with the ratings of immediate superiors, on© with the ratings 

of the collage coordinators of student teaching, and on# with 

a composite of th© two ratings• 

fh© experimental design utilized to evaluate th© ratings 

of beginning elementary teachers was th® one-group technique, 

defined by Oood (4, pp. 492-493) as follows? 

A ©na-.gr oup experiment has been conduct ad whan 
one thing, individual, or group has haa applied to 
or subtracted from it soma axparimental factor or 
factors art! th® resulting change or changes determined 
or measured. For example, if a group of pupils takes 
equivalent forms of a standard reading test in order 
to determine the effect on their scores of varying 
mental attitudes induced by a different mental-set for 
each form of th© teat, a one-group procedure it Involved, 
The pupila may take one form using the regular printed 
directions accompanying the te»t«~ Scores on this form 
may serv® as a norm against which to check performance 
on th® equivalent form® of th® test, when the experi-
menter has sought to induce specific mental attitudes 
such as encouragement or discouragement. In general, 
it it desirable, and even necessary in terns of sig-
nificance of dinglngs, to know th® normal or expected 
performance of the group as a basis for comparison with 
result® produoed by application of th® experimental 
factor* 

fhe data were treated in th® following statistical 

manner t 

Simple analysis of variance with the F ratio, according 

to MoNeaaar (5, pp. 249-280), was employed to test the sig-

nificance of the hypothesis, the technique analysed whether 

or not any significant difference In th® m a n ratings of the 

effectiveness of beginning elementary teachera existed among 

the three levels of classification} below average, average, 

and above average. 
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The raw data were analysed In order to draw aa many 

conclusions as war© reasonable about the diffarences present 

among moans* According to Edwards (5, pp# 351-532), a state* 

Bant of th® result of analysis of variance is not specific 

enough# Kdwards teas pointed out that it is desirable to 

determine whether or not a significant gap exists between 

means when they are arranged in order of magnitude j this 

determines whether or not the aieana fall in significantly 

different groups# In this study it was anticipated that 

statistical treatment will yield valuable Information on 

prediction of the level of teaching effectiveness by the 

individual factors of temper anient, intelligence, and grade-

point average. 
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CHAPTER 11 

HEVIfiW OF RELATED LITERATURE! 

Within the last thirty years, much psychological res®arch 

has emphasized the importance of teacher evaluation. To 

select, guide, and educate teachers properly and effectively, 

much more must be known concerning how to identify and accur-

ately describe the prerequisites to successful teaching. 

The immediate necessity of proper teacher selection is evi-

denced toy increasing demands by the public. The greatly in-

creased pupil load of our public school® demands training of 

more teachers as a key effort in maintaining the country's 

position in the free democratic world. The importance of 

teacher selection is further evidenced by numerous article® 

concerning prediction variables, evaluation designs, and 

rating methods* 

In discussing some of the guiding principles in the 

study of teacher effectiveness, Sage {IS} presented a frame 

of reference for research. Reports show that the following 

delimitations refine the problem of teacher selection and 

facilitate its analysis, according to Gage. For the classi-

fication of goals, research should be concerned with be-

havioral aspects of teacher effectiveness rather than a 

general overview of the teaching situation. Research should 

10 



go 

to® concerned with speciflo rather than general conception® 

Assigned to suit special purposes. Iffort® should to® oon-

cert»d, at least initially, with a conceptual analysis of 

the research to to® don®, rather than a <3®tailed implementation 

of the work. It is beyond the provlnoe of research on teach®!* 

effectiveness to formulate the ends of education or to choose 

among the differing goals. Most research has gone astray on 

the fundamental rule of conciseness, and toe toeen formulated 

in terras presuming the achievement of much raore than la 

actually possible for any single research task. The deter-

mination of basic social values necessary for teacher effec-

tivenes®, and the assessment of efficiency in achieving th® 

values, call for at least two distinct type® of research 

design®• 

Within the frame of reference of th® established de-

limitations, Qfage (15) offered the following points on research 

design- In the present state of research, no single design 

can toe mad® which would toe definitivej It Is doubted that any 

on® study, however conceived and supported, could go far in 

producing relatively final knowledge In such a complex task. 

Keaearch should be designed to furnish further insights toy 

which subsequent studies may toe guided. Research on teacher 

effectiveness should be ultimately defined in terms of the 

effects a teacher produces with pupils, school operations, 

and school-community relationships. Such effects are the 
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goals of th® teacher*a work; therefore# they serve ai the 

essential crit®ria for his effectiveness. 

Teacher ©ff®etlv©n#ss consists of so singl®, fixed 

pattern of behavior. When a situation changes so that ther® 

are different categories of teachers, pupils, facilities, 

psychological climates, or purposes, it is obvious that dif-

ferent patterns ©f teacher behavior will to® necessary. Sag® 

{15) stated that, upon analysis, "criteria® of teacher effec-

tiveness are found to 11®, not on a single plana, but on 

various levels with r®sp®ct to completeness. Perhaps th® 

most haslo criteria ar® th® values held by our society or 

by a particular community. Community opinion determines what 

pupil changes ar® considered desirabi® and what effects of 

th® teacher ar® desired# Such criteria ar® unavailable for 

selecting teachers for employment and selecting student® for 

teacher training, therefore, these criteria must be reduced 

to conoret® and measurable aspects. Henc®, a given set of 

ultimate criteria may have two different roles: they may be 

predictors of educational philosophy or serve as crlt®rla 

for study of conditions on the concrete level. With thes® 

points in mind, th® question Is still unanswered as to what 

can b® done to evaluate teacher influence. 

Orleans (22), In presenting some preliminary thoughts 

on th® criteria of teacher effectiveness, pointed out a major 

weakness in many research d®signs. Orleans warned that th® 
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weakness has COM© through failure to think through major 

Issues concerning teacher effectiveness, claiming that the 

ultimate criterion for measuring teacher effectiveness is 

pupil change as indicated by achievement teats. 

Kyana (23) stated that a teacher 1® effective to th® 

extent t© which h® la able to provide ways arid m©ans that 

are favorable to the development of understandings, work 

habits, desirable attitudes, and adequate personal adjustment 

on the part of the pupils. Ryans observed that in any re-

search having to do with teacher effectiveness th® most 

fundamental concern is the criterion. The criterion and its 

selection give meaning to th® results* An adequate criterion 

of teacher effectiveness should take into account all of the 

important aspects of teaching, fhe criterion should be com-

posite in nature and should include th® direct observation 

of teacher performance, as well as pupil change. When teacher 

ratings are used, th© research must be planned to escape the 

frequently encountered lack of a reliability and validity of 

such methods# Eating© should be made by trained and experi-

enced observers. When pupil change is th© criterion, car® 

must be taken to sample adequately the entire range of pupil 

behavior. Gar© must be given to the statistical control of 

the problem when pupil change is th© criterion. Because of 

lack of reliability and validity of teacher ratings and pupil 

change data, seeondaiy criteria reflecting the basic criterion 
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must be sought. these secondary criteria should Identify 

teaching qualities that are related to teacher effectiveness 

and can be used as reliable guides. 

Hampton (16), in a study of a particular group of 

graduates in education, found six traits that measure sow-

thing in common} however, they possess enough specificity 

that perhaps they should be separate items on a rating seal®, 

fhese items—cooperation, loyalty, courtesy, friendliness, 

health, and vitality—need to be identified wore elearly and 

used as criteria for teacher effectiveness ratings. Hampton's 

study indicated that rating scales may be developed which 

contain relatively few items, yet accurately measure teacher 

effectiveness. 

Barr (3), in a survey of four approaches to teacher 

evaluation, determined that the rating of teacher effective* 

nes® needs procedure improvement. Barr stated that ratings 

should not be confused with evaluation, since ratings repre-

sent only one approach, fhe present trend in teacher ratings 

is toward two raters. Four approaches were aentioned as a 

guide to research designs (1) evaluation of performance by 

observing behavior; (2) evaluation of the degree to which 

a teacher possesses the mental prerequisites necessary to 

effective teaching—knowledge, skill, Interests, aid atti-

tudes? (5) evaluation of the degree to which the teacher 

possesses the necessary personality characteristics— 
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friendliness, interest in others, and stability} and (4) 

©valuation of pupil change—growth and achievement. 

Barr (2) studied the failures of beginning teachers in 

an effort to form the basis of a sound supervisory program* 

The various problem® of beginning teachers were divided into 

categories of long and short ranges# In the short-range 

category, the inexperienced teacher often had difficulty In 

the following! personal adjustment to the classroom situation, 

stating and defining the standards of work to the pupil®, 

adequate lesson planning, administrative detail, and general 

classroom procedures. In the long-rang® category, the inex-

perienced teacher often had difficulty with the following? 

coping effectively with individual differences, presentation 

of subject matter, motivation of pupils, organisation of 

subject matter, maintaining proper condition® of work, and 

effective measuring of achievement# Principals usually agreed 

with the teachers as to their difficulties, with occasional 

changes of emphasis. Teachers, however, Hated difficulties 

not listed by the principals, such as conditions of work, 

adjustment of the teacher, lesson planning, and administrative 

details. Principals listed three difficulties not enumerated 

by teacherss emphasis on subject matter rather than pupils, 

teacher's relationship to the school and community, and fail-

ure to use Instruetlonal methods. Barr found that a combi-

nation of the difficulties recognized by both teacher and 
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principal constitutes a good measure of the difficulties of 

the beginning teacher* 

Zant (32) found that the relation between course work 

and grades In practice teaching produced correlations no 

larger than, .33. Marks for ©I asses In educational psychology, 

education, ana educational methods course® were used la com-

puting correlations* Zant Indicated that there was something 

more than teacher education courses, as taught to the students, 

that caused the low correlations? he stated that the other 

factor la intelligence. 

Best (8) stated that teacher selection must involve an 

evaluation of fitness for the job. Teachers must be con-

tinually evaluated from the time they sign the contract until 

they leave the system. Any tenure selection should be the 

result of careful consideration. A definite incentive should 

be given to those who do their best} excellence nuat be re-

warded. A pat on the back will not buy shoesj neither will 

it obtain that "extra something" desirable In teaching, Best 

said. In developing a salary plan, the administration should 

try to stimulate better teaching, and all efforts should be 

used as a means to this end. the superintendent should assume 

final responsibility for over-all supervision of educational 

administration of the school's salary prograa. Best stated 

that no system of Incentive pay can work If such pressures 

are allowed to exert an influence on those responsible for 

honest evaluation* 
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Barr (4) discussed merit pay and merit rating in a study 

designed to outline the problem® involved in incentive pro* 

grans®. Three methods were supported for the proper evaluation 

of teachersi (I) indicators of pupil change j (2) measure of 

the degree to which the teacher possesses the necessary knowl-

edge, skills, attitudes, interests, and ideals! and (3) rating 

scales and check lists for teachers as an index of effective-

ness in evaluating personality, performance, and background 

determiners of good teaching. Barr suggested three merit 

categories of "master teacher," "apprentice," and "journeyman," 

with pay increases within each category, The title "master 

teacher* would embrace thoae who have shown themselves to be 

superior teachers through training and experience, adequate 

maturity, and demonstration of leadership and interest in 

pupils. One problem still to be answered is what ultimate 

social and educational values will be derived from such 

differentiations. A reliable-answer to this question can be 

given only when much more data is obtained and analyzed. 

Kaufmann (18) constructed a teacher self-teat to deter-

mine how effectively hie services were being rendered. A 

scale was presented enabling the teacher to gain an under-

standing of hla teaching effectiveness* The scale emphasized 

the level of effectiveness in the following traita: teacher-

pupil relationships, teacher-teacher relationships, teacher-

administrator relationships, teacher-public relationships, 
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and teacher-professional relationships. Kaufmann believed 

that these areas war© the keys to effective teaehlng and 

that the teacher should aeek to Improve hi® effectiveness. 

Barr (5) discussed the definitions of personal factors 

relative to teacher effectiveness. Barr worded the®® defi-

nitions carefully to provide a satisfactory point of departure 

for investigation. Th® following seventeen definition® war® 

BUMiarii&edi 

I, Knowledge of the aubject. 

2m Intelligence. 

3. Socio-oconomic status* 

4. Skill In expression. 

5. Personal fitness. 

6. Social adjustment# 

7. Emotional stability. 

3. Teaeh@r~pupll relations* 

9. Leadership. 

10. Interest in teaching. 

11. Attitude for teaching. 

12» Health. 

13# Energy. 

14. Motivation. 

15* Cultural attainment* 

16. Self-o oncept * 

17. Smpathy* 
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Barr's sources of opinion were magazine articles on th® 

teaching of social studies; each article was carefully 

studlad for expert statement® of purposes of education, 

Brookover (10) presented a study relating teaching 

ability to social factors. Social studies teachers were 

rated In terras of mean gains made by their pupils. It was 

found that teachers who rated high with respect to teacher-

pupil Interact!on tend to teaeh slightly leas history. Th» 

teacher's rol® in the community was found not to be related 

to the teacher's ability to produce pupil gain in social 

studies. It was determined that pupil gain in information 

increased with teacher age up to thirty-eight years and, 

after that age, pupil gain decreased. It was found that the 

type of position held by the teacher in the school system was 

mot related to pupil gain. Surprisingly, teacher attitude 

toward his position was not found to be related to pupil gain, 

teacher® having olose relationships with their student® were 

considered better teacher® by their students. Also, teacher® 

whom the administrators believed to have closer rapport with 

their classes received higher ratings on teacher effectiveness, 

teachers from the ifitmedlate community received essentially the 

same supervisory ratings as teachers from distant areas. 

Teachers who supervised extraclass activities were considered 

leas effective, by both supervisor® and pupils, than t®ach®rs 

who did not ertgag® in such work. Teachers who sometimes felt 
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depressed and those who fait a® though they were not 

appreciated were no less effective than otters in bringing 

about pupil gain* Such teachers were not rated lower by 

supervisors; however, they received lower ratings on teacher 

effectiveness toy pupils. Subjective ratings of teacher 

effectiveness by superintendents, trustees, and pupil® were 

intercorrelated. farious administrators1 rating® of teacher 

effectiveness were found to be unrelated to teacher effective-

ness, as indicated by pupil change data. Pupil ratings of 

teacher effectiveness had a low, but inconsistent, relation-

ship with teacher effectiveness, as indicated by pupil gain 

data. These finding® indicate that many factors which are 

usually the basis for employing teachers are not related to 

objective measures of teacher effectiveness in terms of pupil 

gain. 

Witty (SI) presented some characteristics of the effec-

tive teacher in a study based on a contest where the pupils 

were asked to indicate which teacher had been the most help 

to them. The pupils made their selections in qualitative 

form by means of personal letters. A summary of the positive 

qualities followss 

1. Cooperative, democratic attitude. 

2. Kindliness and consideration for the individual. 

S. Patience. 

4. Wide interests. 
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5• Pleasing persGlial appearance and manner. 

6. Fairness and impartiality. 

7. Sense of humor. 

8. 0ood disposition and consistent behavior. 

9. Interest in pupils' problems. 

10. Flexibility. 

11. Use of recognition and praise* 

12. Unusual proficiency in teaching a particular subject-

The letters of assay students included negative qualities 

which were considered undesirable. A summary of the negative 

qualities is presented as followsi 

1. Bad-tempered and intolerant. 

2* Unfair and inclined to have favorites. 

3* Die inclined to show interest in the pupil and to 

take time to help him. 

4a Unreasonable in demands. 

5* Tendency to be gloomy and unfriendly. 

6. Sarcastic, and inclined to use ridicule* 

7* Unattractive in appearance. 

B. Impatient and inflexible# 

9. Tendency to talk excessively. 

10. Inclined to talk down to pupils. 

11. Overbearing and conceited. 

12. Lacking in sense of humor. 

Witty (51) stated that teacher® have an unlimited opportunity 

opportunity to practice mental health in the elaaeroom. 
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To do so, they must make an effort to provide classroom 

conditions which satisfy basic human needs. Effective guld-

anee of the feelings and the amotions of the child has become 

a goal of many effective teachers and educators. 

Ryans (24), in a statistical analysis of predictors of 

teaching success, found that the criteria consisted of several 

dimensions which may be associated as a constellation for 

prediction. Five major categories, emerging from a factorial 

analysis, followt 

1. Originality, adaptability, and tolerance. 

2• Businesslike, organized approach. 

5. Understanding, kindly, fair, and tendency to be 

composed, steady, and easygoing. 

4. Approachable, friendly, tactful, and gregarious. 

6. Physique, voice, and expressive movements. 

The findings of this analysis of criterion data suggested 

that the effective teacher may be described in term® of 

several dimensions, or clusters, of qualities or behaviors. 

The dimensions suggested by this study tend to overlap and 

Intercorrelate positively. From the practical standpoint of 

teacher recruitment and placement, a significant finding was 

that potential teachers who are high on one of these factors 

will tend to be high on the others. 

Leake {19), in a study concerning personality and teach-

ing success, investigated by the method of paired comparisons 
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whether or not personalities of good and poor teachers 

characteristically differed when evaluated by sixteen person-

ality factors. It appeared that good teachers were nor© 

likely to to# gregarious, adventurous, frivolous, abundantly 

©motional, interested in the opposite sex, strongly artistic, 

sentimental, polished, and fastidious. Poor teachers were 

found likely to to# shy, cautious, conscientious, emotionally 

unresponsive, clumsy, mildly interested in the opposite sex, 

easily pleased, and more attentive to people. It appeared 

that success may be a balance of various trait® and that, to 

properly measure teacher effectiveness, one must know what 

is required for the optimum balance. It may be that, on this 

basis, prediction of teacher effectiveness may be improved. 

In general, Lumk® stated, it is clear that the problem of 

associating personality with teacher effectiveness is a de-

manding one, 

Lynch (20) dlsoussed the current trend in rating of 

teacher effectiveness, examining it psychologically in a study 

designed to indicate the approaches to rating. Early methods 

tried to be completely objective, designating teaching 

efficiency as the sum of the various component parts obtained 

from the quantification of qualitative aspects of teacher 

effectiveness, Present methods of rating teacher effective-

ness are showing a changa in emphasis. The view held by 

modem psychology, that personality is an organised whole 
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rather than'a collection of parts, Is beinp; utilized. 

Present methods aim directly at accounting for teaching 

behavior and measuring the total teaching process rather 

than a collection of traits necessary for teaching. Lynch 

stated that rating of particular trait® were influenced by 

the general estimate of the teacher's effectiveness and that 

specific rating® were justifications of general opinion. 

A collection of ratings concerning health, methods, and per-

sonality qualities should not toe confused with evaluation of 

teacher effectiveness, according to Lynch. 

Symond® (27), discussing the various criteria desirable 

for use In predicting teacher effectiveness, maintained that 

teacher selection should be done by competent psychologists 

similar to those selecting personnel for strategic assignment 

from the Office of Strategic Services durlrjg World War II. 

The eleven suggested devices follows 

1. Personal history blank. 

2. Eatings# 

3. Interviews. 

4. Situation testing* 

5* Discussion* 

6* Social, shared tasks. 

7* Following instruction. 

8. Stress situations* 

9. Paychodrama# 
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10. Prolactin-® techniques. 

11. Sociosietrio techniques. 

Symonds (27) stated that a real estimate of personality 

demands a detailed and extensive interview, in addition to 

observations of the prospective teacher in many practical 

situations revealing the quality of his performance. Sizing 

up the prospective candidate for teaching require® time and 

expense, if undertaken effectively. However, if it la Im-

portant to ©elect the right persona to teach children, then 

it is also worth expending the time and money necessary to 

accomplish this objective. Sine# Syaonds' composite method 

was too elaborate for each adalniatrator to conduct during 

each interview, it was suggested that a central agency be 

utilized where specialists make reports of personality to 

superintendents. One assessment would be insufficient to 

last a lifetime. Whereas certain aspect® of personality seen 

to be fixed and grounded, aspects such as interest® and moti-

vation may change froa time to tia®. fhe program would b® 

one of guidance rather than of selection, fhe central agency 

might also include information as to the candidates® suit-

ability for supervision and other activities as well as 

teacher potential. 

Clarke (11), in a discussion of the relationship of 

personalities of eleuantary school teachers and their evalu-

ation of objectionable pupil behavior, stated that significant 
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relationships was?© found to exist between temperament traits 

and eertain annoyances* Clerk® found that certain types of 

pupil behavior stimuli are more annoying to teachers with good 

mental health than those with toad mental health# Conversely, 

he discovered that other types of pupil behavior stimuli are 

more annoying to teachers with poor mental health than those 

with good mental health. Clarke stated his hope that the first 

steps had been taken in his study toward the understanding of 
> 

the basic problem of teacher effectiveness. 

Symonds {2 8) designed a study to show that schools will 

attract as teachers persons having different psychological 

needs, as schools change in philosophy and methodology. 

Symonds stated that teaching gives a sense of achievement to 

the teacher, thereby fulfilling a basic need. This achieve-

ment may be obtained through promotion or by public recognition. 

Some teaohers find that teaching enables them to achieve 

vicariously t too ugh the later accomplishments of their pupils. 

On the other hand, there was evidence that teaching can serve 

as an avenue of escape from undesirable home conditions. 

Teaching is very attractive because of the social recognition 

it affords. Many teaohers look upon teaching as security for 

later years. The social contacts received in teaching fill 

the need for affiliation with groups and a cause. A person 

may become a teacher because of the need to be superior to 

someone, and children are the logical selection. The classroom 
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offers a plaoe to exercise dominance and aggression without 

sever® criticism* fhose who desire to have children of their 

own find a sublimation of this drive by teaching children* 

Teaching permits a chance for some to live as their own re-

pressed tendencies are inclined, the person who possesses 

a strongly developed superego 1® attracted to teaching* 

For those who have a need for self-punishment, teaching offers 

long hours and restricted lives. Teaching may even give the 

teacher an opportunity to project hi® own self-pity, fhe 

multiplicity of considerations presented in this study suggest 

many aspects to he avoided in school management* Quality of 

personality adjustments must be taken into account in select-

ing teachers* Supervisors should be allowed the time to give 

more attention to the individual teacher and his individual 

problems as they arise from day to day* teacher® should be 

relieved of anxiety and given greater security la their work* 

Svery teacher should feel free to visit the supervisor's 

office for counseling on problems on which they feel they are 

in need of assistance* Finally, teachers should be encouraged 

toward self-exploration so that they may becoae aware of how 

their work is ministering to their psychological needs* fhe 

school which places stress on formalism and rigorous discipline 

will attract those who have needs to be aggressive and orderly, 

fhe personality of teachers today are those demanded by present 

educational systems, feachers and schools are complementary* 
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If education were to change on a large seal© so as to become 

more progressive and liberal, stated Symonds, It would 

attract different types of personalities as teachers, 

Barr (6, pp. 1446-1454) stated that many of the assumptions 

underlying the research efforts to Identify abilities, traits, 

and qualities contributing to teacher effectiveness are un-

sound# The thought that the effect of a given factor la 

relative to the situation In which it functions is noted In 

articles concerning research on teacher effectiveness. If 

this procedure is sound in identifying teacher competencies, 

efforts should be directed toward determining those teacher 

traits, abilities, and qualities which make teaching success 

in different areas and situations. It may b® possible to 

find patterns of indicators which have high correlations with 

teaching effectiveness In a number of teaching situations. 

Many studies have sought to identify qualities essential to 

teaching success by computing the correlation between measures 

of qualities and aeasures of teacher effectiveness. Often, 

the traits Investigated were defined only in terms of the 

measuring instrument used* It appears, however, that age, 

years of experience, and skill in handwriting approach zero 

in their correlation to teacher effectiveness. Several 

relatively high correlations have been reported for measures 

of personality traits. Barr advanced the educational philos-

ophy that th® teacher 1® a director of learning, a friend and 
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counselor of the students, a member of a group of professional 

workers, and a citissen participating la several community 

activities* With this philosophy of teaching In mind, Barr 

suggested that several criteria b® considered as appropriate 

standards of teacher effectiveness. Ratings should be based 

on estimates of traits assumed to function la the art of 

teaching; for example, intelligence, drive, consideration 

for others, and emotional stability. Ratings may also be 

based on appraisal of activities included in effectiveness, 

such as discovering and defining pupil needs, setting goals, 

and stimulating interest. When properly controlled, deter-

mined measures of pupil gain are indicative of teacher 

effectiveness. Other methods of rating teacher effectiveness 

mentioned were student-teaching ratings, in-service ratings* 

college grades, and the consensus of Judges* 

J&recke (17) discussed evaluation of teacher effective-

ness through the use of a teaching judgment test* In a re-

search project designed to develop a test to evaluate sera® 

of the factors contributing to teacher effectiveness, it wa® 

found that experience had a heavy bearing on success* ll ha re 

appeared to be a significant correlation between scholastic 

ability and teacher effectiveness as measured by the scale 

which was developed* these two criteria of teaching success 

should be given consideration when employing teachers and 

should also serve as future bases for counseling and guidance, 

according to Jarecke. 
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Orlmm (15) stated that in teacher education three 

approaches have been used for Improving the effectiveness 

of professional personnel. These approaches are effective 

•election, functional pre-aervice education, and in-servioe 

education. However, any of these approaches demands th® 

definition of teaching competency• In order to choose can-

didates wisely, educate aore appropriately, and promote 

growth through la-service training, some agreement 1® neces-

sary concerning the qualities which society seeks in its 

teachers, Itaxt, it is necessary that Instruments and tech-

niques be developed which will assist in collecting evidence 

pertaining to the degree to whloh teacher® possess these 

qualities. Grimm*s etudy presented two scales for the con-

sideration of educators-, fhe approach taken was one of get-

ting within the Individual teacher in order to determine how 

he autiatloally views the world. One scale sampled students* 

feelings directly on a personalised basis# It was constructed 

toy utilising remarks of atudents about their classroom experi-

ences. fhe scale consisted of two hundred student responses 

toward some aspect of instructional environment. The student 

was asked to read each Item carefully and decide whether or 

not It was the sort of remark he might make about the partic-

ular class In which he was tested. Each statement was marked 

"agree,® "uncertain,* or "disagree." Orimm stated that this 

scale alight be used over a period of several weeks to measure 

the development of teacher effectiveness during student teaching. 
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Another scale containing seventy items arranged la rando® 

order utilised principals' rating® of characteristics of 

teacher effectiveness# The principals were supplied five 

different choices. 4n attempt was made to Isolate a number 

of coneistent clueters whose scores were meaningful in terms 

of teacher effectiveness* It was assumed that these scalea 

would differentiate between teacher effectiveness on certain 

criteria of competency, defined in terms ©f pupil-teacher 

interpersonal relations• Such studies should reveal data 

regarding the area of pupil-teacher and pupil-pupil social 

and emotional relationships, Gfrimm stated, and should he 

helpful In giving a »ore complete description of desirable 

basic teaching competencies, at least those tervlng in the 

elementary and secondary schools# 

Bvana (12), in a critical survey of methods of assess-

ing teacher ability, found that no highly satisfactory criteria 

©f teacher effectiveness have emerged. Evan® considered that 

the most suitable opinions for general use were those of ex-

perts* No suitable criterion for measuring pupil change has 

been developed. There la a need to measure not only knowledge 

gained, but alao change® in attitude, ideal®, purpose, and 

personality development* These changes may be due to effec-

tive teaching in other classes. There la considerable question 

whether or not the ability to get results i® effective teach-

ing; for example, oramming and other types of temporary learning 
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are obtained and then quickly forgotten. There 1® a possi-

bility that teacher effectiveness ratings take into account 

too few of the relative factors of teaching success. Possibly, 

the best criterion of any teacher's work would be a composite 

measure based on pupil gains In Information, ratings by com-

petent supervisors, and a rating baaed upon the opinions of 

the students# 11th regard to variations in a teacher's per-

formance when conditions are varied, any such assessment of 

teacher effectiveness should Include a statement as to the 

type of student, class size, and subject matter being taught 

when the rating was mads, according to Ivans. 

Barr {5) discussed the validity of various measures of 

teacher effectiveness to pupil change. Personality was found 

to possess a relatively high correlation of .50 to .35. 

Hating scales, when used by experienced and competent raters 

for the purpose of evaluating teacher effectiveness, achieved 

a correlation of .30 to .45. Social attitudes appeared to 

have a high correlation ranging from .29 to .50. School alae 

appeared to possess significance in evaluating teacher effec-

tiveness. Teacher-pupil relationship was positively corre-

lated with teacher effectiveness, but not to the extent of 

statistical significance. Attitudes of teachers toward the 

teaching profession were positively related to teacher effee-

tlveness, although not significantly. Measures of neurotic 

tendencies appeared to have a slight negative relationship 
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to teacher effectiveness. Dominance did not appear to to® 

related to tea©her effectiveness, yielding a correlation of 

•04. Social adjustment was not greatly related to teacher 

effectiveness* with a correlation of .10. ' fh® age and appear-

ance of a teacher contributed little when measured against 

a criterion of pupil change, herring a correlation of .01 to 

.10. 
Barr (5) stated that leadership la negatively related 

to teacher effectiveness, while teacher effectiveness wag 

found to be positively related to such ac&le® as salary 

schedules, personal fitness, and general health# Inter-* 

correlation® were calculated between pupil ©bang® and each 

of the teacher-effectiveness measures. From these data it 

was possible t© determine which measure possessed the most 

value aa a criterion of teaching ability. Combination* of 

teacher effectiveness were found possible and some of the®# 

combinations may prove of great value In predicting teacher 

effectiveness, as well a@ assisting In the better training of 

teachers by teacher-education institutions. 

Gragg (14) presented a survey of a teacher effectiveness 

rating plan which contained no numerical categories, teachers 

were evaluated by superiors through the use of an instrument 

containing several major oategorie®. fhe effectiveness of 

teachers* direct service to the pupils was judged on the basis 

of phyeieal well-being of the pupils# teacher rapport, 
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organization of routine, appearance of the classroom, ear® 

of school materials, outside help to pupils, and avoidance 

of undu® domination!, feachlng ability was judged on the basis 

of preparation of lesson®, effective use of questions, ability 

to teach self-discipline, ability to develop proper social 

atmosphere, skill in making assignments, and testing tech-

niques » Contribution of the teacher to the total school pro-

gram «ai evaluated by the degree of participation in school 

sports programs, traffic control, student organizations, 

school paper, faculty meeting®, noon hour, bus duty, and 

other special assignments. Personal qualities of the teacher 

which formed a personality rating were cheerfulness, loyalty, 

sense of humor, honesty, truthfulness, integrity, sincerity, 

sympathy, and courage. The teacher's professional growth 

was judged on the basis of summer school attendance, confer-

ences, In-service training, workshops, speaking engagements, 

community service, travel, and professional reading. A space 

was provided after each Item for ©valuator's comments, fol-

lowed by a single evaluation for the Items of "poor," '"good,8, 

and "fair.** Critical reflection upon the rating system de-

scribed here revealed a high degree of subjective treatment 

and a marked lack of objectivity. Nowhere does one find a 

definite measure of pupil growth as a criterion for rating 

teacher effectiveness. Gregg shared with the teachers, who 

devised the procedure and formulated the standards, the belief 

that complete objectivity in teacher evaluation is impossible. 
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OJ«®an (21) outlined what kind of teachers generally are 

effective In the classroom. Ojeman stated that teacher effec-

tiveness cannot to© altogether evaluated by taking into account; 

pupil change and knowledge of subject isatter. Effective 

teachers-showed a combination of several factor®. Supervisor® 

should evaluate whether a teacher is interested in working 

with ohildren rather than dominating them; that is, whether 

he attempts to guide them by fear, ridicule, sarcasm, and 

partiality, or by acceptant-democratio procedures. Teacher 

effectiveness should be identified by the scanner in which 

the teacher conducts himself in the classroom situation. 

foapkirus (20), In a study eaph&slssing technique and 

procedure, presented the persistent dllemaa between teacher 

ratings and the prosent trend of rating schemes and theory, 

from 1929 to 1950, there were at least 569 individual magazine 

articles, brochures, research paper®, books, dissertations, 

and other publications on the topic of rating teacher effec-

tiveness. Tompkins stated that the literature offered many 

approaches to the rating of teacher effectiveness, one of 

which was a checklist to be completed by principals and super-

intendents, and approved by the board of education, l'hls 

procedure was always followed by a conference between the 

teacher and the principal. Often, teacher effectiveness was 

plotted against a teaching profile containing certain criteria 

of desirable personal traits considered necessary to effective 

teaching. A self-evaluation, prepared by the administration 
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with a committee of teachers, was sometimes used In rating 

teacher effectiveness \ the purpose was to enable the teacher 

to project and gain Insight Into his weaknesses and strong 

points. Subjective and descriptive appraisal la paragraph 

fona was used, following observation of the teacher's effec-

tiveness. This procedure was frequently used as a criterion 

for salary increments, teachers sotaetime® were asked to 

evaluate co-workers by a checklist prepared collectively by 

teachers and principal®, Teacher evaluation by pupils was 

frequently used within one class, and sometimes throughout 

the entire school. It was considered important to evaluate 

teacher effectiveness in terms of professional preparation, 

study, and years of service. Evaluation of the school 

faculty through its participation in, and contribution to, 

the total educational program is often wide by the principal 

and the superintendent. On occasion, evaluation of teacher 

effectiveness is undertaken by the individual teacher and an 

outside consultant. Teachers are, and always will be, rated 

on effectiveness by fellow teachers, supervisors, pupils, 

parents of pupils, and lay citizens. Few will deny the de-

sirability of son® kind of continuing evaluation of teacher 

effectiveness. The problem is acute and the .question is t 

what is the proper approach to evaluation? There is increased 

mention of the complex factors involved. Tompkins stated that 

there appears to be a growing concern for the moral factor— 

the effect of the rating upon the teacher. Likewise, there 
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is currently an increased tendency to reoognlze self-evaluation 

and cooperative group evaluation as more productive of valid 

results. 

Beecher (7) stated that the judging of teacher effective-

ness should be baaed on a thorough ©valuation of teaching as 

an essential function of supervision, Beecher emphasised the 

Importance of having evaluations reviewed by teachers, super-

visors, and administrators, as a constructive and cooperative 

guidance procedure aimed at the Improvement of instruction. 

Rating of teacher effectiveness nay be achieved through plan-

ning and execution procedures which act to dispel teacher fear 

of the results. Teacher rating, to be valid, must be composed 

of the basic objectives of teaching—pupil change, community 

efforts, and general educational improvement. Ratings must 

include a comprehensive analysis of services rendered, both 

concrete and intangible. The basic concepts of evaluating 

teachar effectiveness maintain that evaluation is a cooperative 

process, with both teachers and supervisors taking part. 

The over-all concept of the program should be one of guidance 

based on adequacy and availability of evidence. For the most 

effective outcome from rating, they should be conducted on 

a continuous rather than a periodic basis, and the teacher 

should be informed in a oonstructiva manner aimed at Improving 

his services to the pupils. Care should be taken to Insure 

validity and reliability in the method utilized for gathering 

objective data. Data derived from different sources should be 
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assigned its relative weight and score in order to obtain 

a weighted composite of the teacher's ©ffectlveneas. Teacher 

effectiveness can be aclentifically evaluated only if prin-

ciples applicable to proper methodology are rigidly followed, 

Eatings have frequently been subjective arid inadequate. 

Recognizing that teaching is the most important factor in 

the education of boys and girls within the school, Beeoher 

aald, what greater challenge exists for the supervisor than 

to guide the improvement of teaching through effective appli-

cation of the science of evaluation? 

Albert {1} conducted an analysis of teacher ratings by 

pupils who were asked to nominate the teacher they liked bent 

and to list the traits they liked best in teachers, feacher 

traits listed by the pupils differed fro® those listed by 

the supervisors. Albert stated that pupil ratings of teachers 

proved to be reliable, valid, practical, and inexpensive, and 

should be of benefit to teachers. Some of the boys and girla 

were found to like a certain teacher best, and they mentioned 

which teacher had done the moat for them. Albert stated that, 

for maximum effectiveness, it might prove worthwhile for a 

teacher to know the comparative estimates of the administrators, 

fellow teachers, and pupils, as such information could present 

a nonblaaed picture of the individual teacher'a effectiveness. 

Wilson {30) reported the result of student evaluations in 

a higher educational setting. Student ratings were found to 

be an effective method of discovering, for remedial purpose®, 
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weaknesses in teachers• There we® no significant difference 

between ratings given to men and women teachers* The method 

was found to be less satisfactory In large classes than for 

classes of under forty pupils* It was also determined that 

teachers did insufficient outside reading, and that classes 

should be composed of students selected by ability and inter-

est in order that the instructor may gear M s teaching to a 

limited area. 

Seago# (28) described a study concerning prognostic testa 

and teaching success, in which correlation® of student-teacher 

ratings and teats of art Judgment, musical talent, intelli-

gence, emotional maturity, interest in teaching, social atti-

tudes, and leadership were computed. Th© correlation 

coefficients between the ratings of tsacher effectiveness 

and the prognostic variables ranged froa -.40 to .63, indi-

cating that further study could identify adequate predictors 

of teaching effectiveness. Seagoe stated that these pre-

dictive variables could be Incorporated, into a prognostic 

teaching; scale. 

Bossing (9) stated that the field of education has beeome 

conscious of the need to develop better means of evaluating 

teacher effectiveness! two broad trends have been noticed in 

an effort to devise methods of identifying teacher effective-

ness* Bossing attempted to discover effective teacher traits 

and to devise tests of a general nature. Intelligence, 
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general scholsirshlp, and achievement in professional courses 

have shown rather low correlations with teaohlng success* 

Practice teaching experience alone ha® shown a signifleant 

relationship to later teacher effectiveness. Unfortunately, 

this factor alone does not possess a highly predictive 

capacity of ultimate success and, as practice teaching comes 

at the close of the training period, it is of little value In 

selecting those who should enter the teaching profession* 

Bossing found that student teaching marks had a correlation 

of .60; professional education mark®, .19j and general course 

marks, *17* S'he attempt to devise tests for measurement of 

teacher effectiveness appeared t© hold the best over-all 

promise# Adequate curricula cannot be provided with confi-

dence until better knowledge is available concerning those 

elements of training contributory to success in teaching# 

Further careful research would appear to be the prerequisite 

to the solution of the problem* 

$oa»rs (26, pp. 22-66) discussed the relationship between 

student teaching marks and rating of teacher effectiveness 

for the first year of teaching. 1?wo measures of teaching 

experience in the training situation were obtained! the 

composite ratings of supervisors and the ratings of depart-

ment heads, fiaeh official was asked to rate each of the 

student teachers* effectiveness on the various items on the 

rating scale, the rating scale Included four main categories 
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of questional personal qualities, teaching qualities, 

managing qualities, and community"*oroe qualities. Measure-

ments of th® first year of teaching experience after gradu-

ation were secured in the same aannar and by the same Instrument 

as those for th® training school work. The scoring of rating® 

of teacher effectiveness and computation were also the aam©. 

The principal's ratings were considered of most worth, since 

th® nature of M s position gives him more frequent opportunity 

to observe the work of his teachersj and hi® rating® were 

assigned th© weight of both the superintendent's and the 

supervisor'® in the final average score. The two sets of 

ratings were found to have a correlation of .70. Measuring 

a teacher's ®ff@©tiv#ness by the ratings of the supervisory 

staff may not be satisfactory. Assuming that a teacher's 

worth is cons is tent to the desirable changes brought about 

in pupils, the shared relations with oo-workar®, and his re-

lation to the community, such a measure would be but a partial 

indication of his real worth. Eatings may be accepted as 

fairly precise Indices of a teacher's influence on his fellow 

teachers and as partial indices of the increased enriohmont 

of the community life due to his activities, but it may not 

follow that proportional changes in pupile are conoomitant 

results. The correlation may be positive and considerable, 

but it is appropriate to place it well below perfect. Con-

fidence in teacher effectiveness research is Justified in 
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th® progress made so far; however, many comprehensive 

investigations a&y be required prior to the major probleraa 

of educational and vocational guidance have been solved* 

Only by complete and thorough experimentation with action 

situations, as they are found and as they ere in practice, 

will th® true picture of the affective teacher be- revealed, 

according to Sonars. 

A survey of the related literature has revealed a dearth 

of clear-out results in research, which may be attributed to 

such aapeota a® difficulty of controlling important variables, 

the lack of adequate measuring devices, and the lack of a 

well-formulated theoretical baala for effective research. 

Only from a systematic and theoretical approach can there 

toe developed testable hypotheses that will ultimately con-

tribute to greater understanding of the definition of th® 

educational process, factors contributing to auoceas in 

teaching, and valid and reliable measures of teacher effec-

tiveness. 
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CHAPTER III 

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

Collection of Data 

This study has utilised the elementary teaching pre-

dictive capacities of temperament, intelligence, and grade-

point averages, and has evaluated their predictive significance 

with the aid of a rating scale designed for this purpose. 

A number of studies have emphasised the teaching effective-

ness predictive value of these factors. According to the 

experimental evidence in favor of the teacher effectiveness 

predictive capacities of temperament, intelligence, and 

grade-point average, this study was designed toy utilizing 

ail three as a constellation for classification purposes* 

Kyans (4, p. 47), in a study distinguishing the superior 

from the poor teacher, stated that experimental research has 

shown a significant correlation between adjustment factors of 

sociability, emotional stability, cooperativeneas, and teacher 

effectiveness* As compared with poor teachers, superior 

teachers score higher on instruments measuring these criteria 

of teaching success. 

The Qui If ord-Zlgmerman Temperament Survey (I)—factors 

3 (sociability-secluslveness), 1 (emotional stability-

instability) , and P (cooperativenese«*intoleranee)-«was used 
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for classification ©f the sample population, fhe Qullford-

Zlmmerman femperaaeat test Manual (8) explains the above 

psychological criteria as follows i 

Sociability* this score should be useful In 
vooatloaal and personal counseling wherever the trait 
of social participation Is a consideration. The high 
and low scores indicate tho contrast between tha person 
who is at east a with other a, enjoys thair company and 
readily establishes Intimate rapport, varaus tha with-
drawn, reserved parson who is hard to gat to know. 
The relation of this score and tha rating* of super-
visory performance la ao low that by Itself It is of 
little value in this connection. If the field of 
selection were narrowed to two candidates who were 
otherwise apparently of equal promise, the one with 
the higher G score on S (especially if on® is © or 
above and the other is below &} alight be chosen. 
Relatively little attention might be paid to this 
trait score if the particular assignment call® for 
a minimum of social participation. 

gaotloaal stability, k high score indicates 
optimism and cheerfulness, on the on® hand, and 
emotional stability on the other. A score here that 
is very high, however, if coupled with a low general 
activity score, nay Indicate a sluggish, phlegmatic, 
or laxy individual* A very low score Is a sign of 
poor mental health in generalj In other words, a 
neurotic tendency. 

Parsonal relations. Of all the scores, this one 
ha© consistently correlated highest with ail criteria 
involving human relations. It sevms to represent the 
core of getting along with others whether on the same 
or on a different level of organizational hierarchy. 
A high score »eans tolerance and understanding of other 
people and their human weaknesses. A low score indi-
cates fault-finding and orltlcalness of other people 
and of institutions generally. The low scoring person 
is not likely to get along with others. So positive 
Is the indication that it would sees to be a good rule 
not to appoint anyone to a supervisory position who has 
a 0 seorc below six. This recou»endatlon has been made 
from the first, and there has been little reason to 
change it. Above a score of five, it would seem that 
the higher the f score tha better, even to one of nine, 
and possibly ten, other things being equal. 
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The G BO or 99 a re standard aeoree u t i l i s e d to give the 

pos i t ion of the raw a©or# obtained by the aub jeo t . the 

below-average range la 0 through $ j tha average range la 

frosi 4 through 6 ; and tha above-average range i s 7 through 

10. ?heae H a l t a war® adoptad f o r c l a s s i f i c a t i o n oategorlea 

of tha eample population, fh# C aooraa and t h e i r respec t ive 

raw scores are presented on tha prof11a char t In Figure 4 . 

(lim Appendix, p, 87 *) 

The Qti« ^ulck-seerliM aiental Abi l i ty f a a t i Clsaana f e a t . 

Fora Aat (3) provided tha c l a s s i f i c a t i o n data f o r i n t e l l i g e n c e , 

and tha tforth I'axaa Sta t# College p®rmmn®n% records vara used 

to obtain grade-point average*. I t waa hypothesised tha t tha 

e f fec t iveness of beginning elementary teaohera, aa ra ted by 

t h a l r immediate auperlors and col lage coordinator a of s tudent 

teaching, would vary s i g n i f i c a n t l y among three group l e v e l s , 

aa l i s t e d In f a b l e XII. 

Tmm in 

LSVKL& OP &A8PL& POPULMPIO* CLASSIFIED BY TUB OfIS tfPXCfr 
SCORING MB1BAL JtBlLBlf f p f » OgXLgOIU>»gXlfflwIfcM 
' , n ¥ m M m w i : ' s ' W l i " , ' *HD m & S z M f l f I f S l S F " 

Uroup Level o t l a Ra® score 1 Zir,i;no'r'Ka'n j 
d Score 

Grade-Point 
average 

Above average 69*80 7-10 a . a - s . o 

Average 47-68 4-6 1 .6-8 .1 

Below average 0-4® o-s 1 .0-1.6 
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In order to determine the identity of elementary education 

graduates during the 1958-59 and 1959-60 academic yeara, ooa-

mericemant lists were obtained from the School of Education. 

An alphabetical Hit was mad# for each, academic year. 

Classification data on temperament, Intelligence, and 

grade-point average were obtained for each graduate. Per-

mission to use th© Admissions Committee'a record® for pro-

curing classification was obtained during the initial design 

of the study. 

Members of the Admission* Committee indicated various 

subjects who might possibly qualify for the different group 

levels* JUeaibcira of the Admissions Committee who served a® 

college coordinators of student teaching indicated the 

geographic location of groups of graduates who were feasibly 

located for personal interview with their Immediate superiors* 

In cases where Admissions Committee records were not avail-

able for graduates on the alphabetical list, various members 

of the Admissions Committee provided classification data 

from class records. Classification data proved to be avail-

able for the large majority of graduates of the 1958-59 and 

1959-60 academic years. 

The next Information gathered was the location and name 

of the school in which each beginning elementary teacher was 

teaching* permission to use the records of the Worth faxas 

State College Placement Office was also obtained during th® 

initial design of the study* 
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For each of the 1958-59 and 1969-60 graduates who was 

found to fit on® of the three group levels classified by 

temperament and Intelligence, th® home address was obtained 

from the address files in the Placement Office# The name and 

address of each elementary teacher was secured fro® current 

rosters of teacher® employed by the various school districts 

in the state of Texas* 

Seventy-five subjects who were located at th® most 

feasible driving distance were chosen, and their grade-point 

averages were computed froa permanent records in the Office 

of the Eegistrsr at Sorth Texas State College. Permission 

to do so had been obtained earlier. Th® grade-point averages 

were computed by adding th© semester hours and the grade point® 

earned from college entrance to graduation. The grade points 

were then divided by the semester hours to arrive at a grade-

point average for each graduate* The result was seventy-five 

subjects classified equally into each of three group levels 

by temperament, intelligence, and grade-point average* 

In view of the experimental evidence for th® reliability 

and validity of a well-designed rating scale concerning 

teacher effectiveness, the interview technique was chosen as 

the method for gathering evaluation data on th® selected 

sample subjects* 

The utilization of the Interview technique and a rating 

scale has certain advantages and disadvantages in collecting 
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•valuation data relative to teacher effectiveness, Vassay 

PP* 68-70) disousgad the more important of these In a 

similar studyj they are presented below as they apply to 

this study. The superiority of tha interview technique for 

the purpose of this study is found in th© following five 

statementsg 

ffl*? interview technique permits oontrol of the a ample * 

This waa illustrated in Chapter I where tha limits of th® 

population were described according to (a) geographio location, 

(b) years of teaching ©xporiene®, (c) teaching field, (d) ®«x, 

{#) teacher certification, and (f) selection variables. 

Inf orm&tlon of wider scope and complex!tv can be 

ftb through Interviewing. The questionnaire-Interview 

form for beginning elementary teachers was two pages in length 

and included eleven items concerning the degree to which th® 

beginning elementary teacher exhibits behavior associated 

with (a) identifying pupil needs, (b) choosing appropriate 

learning experiences, (c) providing for individual differences, 

(d) creating favorable nind-aets and motivation, (a) making 

activities meaningful, (f) analysis and organisation of learn-

ing experiences, (g) setting and defining goals, (h) direction 

of group activities, (i) proper teacher-pupil relations, (J) 

us© of appropriate learning aide, and (k) evaluation of pupil 

growth and development. Also, five related factors w®r« 

assessed. They were (a) interviewees* title, (b) grad® 
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assignment of the teacher, (c) teacher's age, (d) teacher*s 

marital status, and (e) school enrollment, 

3. The Interview method capitalizes upon the pergonal 

approach. The personal contacting of immediate administrative 

superiors and college coordinators of student teaching was 

the major reason for following up the sample population in 

th® field. Th© positive responses of the interviewees re-

inforced the value of th® personal contact approach. 

4. The interview procedure affords a high degree of 

accuracy through acquisition of evaluation data direct from 

the source. The immediate superiors and the college coordi-

nators of student t#aching were the primary sources. Their 

ratings on each of th© criteria wore recorded as (a) superior, 

(b) good, (g) fair, (d) poor, and (c) Inferior. This pro-

cedure avoids any subjective rating of narrative material 

by a secondary source. 

£>• The Interview technique offers the opportunity to 

check personally the information acquired. This statement 

is allied with th© previous one on the matter of accuracy. 

The personal ch#ek, however, assures a control of the com-

pleteness and accuracy of data acquired. 

The disadvantages of the interview technique are fewer, 

but their significance makes them worthy of mention. 

1« The interview procedure is somewhat Inefficient 

because it gives the respondent little time for reflection. 
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Mailttedly, the interviewees had little briefing before 

presentation of the ©valuation criteria. Their answers were 

spontaneous# Deliberation had to be within ten to sixty 

minutes of time. 

2. fhe use of the interview technique necessitates 

J£ sma^^- a ample. This study utilised seventy-five beginning 

elementary teachers# The adoption of the interview technique 

as a valuable control prohibited the visitation of the im-

mediate superiors of all the graduates of the 1968-50 and 

1959-60 academic years. Beginning elementary teachers 

graduating from North Texas State College during these aca-

demic years were located not only throughout the state of 

Texas, but in other sections of the United States as well. 

3. The subjective factor In the interview approach 
i.iiii>iiri>niu)iiiii |»II I»>»liji>|»i>i«i»iiir.iiiiwin>ii<|i»in IM(|| inNi iiiHiXuiii.imrjii fciumwi | « | U W M H W i m n n nwmiip) "Miiw iwi^Jlii^iw,.iiu<iwii«iiiwwij|)MW«(i^ii 

affects inaccuracies in the evaluation data. The Interviewer 

ia responsible for the controlled procedure by which he ob-

tains the ©valuation data. He may cause bias through emphasis 

on particular words and by misreading or interpreting the 

questions. In identifying and discussing the subject, a 

positive or negative opinion may be conveyed by the inter-

viewer to the interviewee. 

4. Proper rapport with the interviewees must be estab-
î il̂ W<Wl>illll<fellp<W<il»IIMII.i MIL <l«.l|l<fcl*iw>mn"inilll Hil'limn lHHimMBiHilWMrMiyjM «*• »»...« , 1 M-Ull HMHIW »Mnr IIHHIIHIIIIIHmilWWIWtulMllllfi-

11ahed. Difficulty may arise in the establishment of proper 

rapport under conditions of limited time* 

Prior to conducting the evaluation interviews with the 

Immediate superiors, the following requirements were stipulated 
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concerning who may properly evaluate the teaching effective-

ness of the sample population! 

1. The person who evaluates the teaching efficiency of 

the sample subjects must be the official Immediate superior# 

2. 2'he immediate superior who evaluates the teaching 

effectiveness of the sample subjects must have had sufficient 

classroom contact with the ©ample subjects to permit valid 

ratings. 

3. The immediate superior must have supervised the 

teaching of the sample subject for a period of at least five 

months• 

In school systems large enough to employ a superintendent, 

his permission to visit the schools and contact the immediate 

superiors was obtained. 

Each immediate superior was called upon In the field 

without an appointment. This procedure, of course, necessi-

tated a second visit when circumstances did not permit an 

interview on the first visit. 

Since the college coordinators of student teaching were 

located on the campus of North Texas State College, appoint-

ments were made at times convenient to them, and rating 

interviews were completed. 

The interview procedure for both the immediate superior 

and the college coordinator of student teaching was standard-

ized and controlled from interview to interview. After 
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a social introduction, the nature and significance of the 

requested Interview was explained. The interviewees war® 

told that the field follow-up was an attempt to isolate and 

Identify a constellation of personal predictors of teaching 

effectiveneis# They were also informed that the study waa 

to be submitted for partial fulfillment of the requirements 

for the Doctor of Education degree at North Texas Stat® 

College. The letter of introduction from the Dean of the 

School of Education, shown in Figure 3, was presented at 

this time. (See Appendix, p. 86.) The interviewees were 

assured that the results of the Interview would be kept con-

fidential. Thie was accomplished in part by assigning a code 

number to each rating scale, rather than the subject's name. 

After a short rapport-establishing exchange of conversation, 

the interviewee was given a rating scale by which to make hi© 

ratings on the subject named to him at this time. The rating 

on each criterion was recorded by the interviewer. Additional 

general information waa also recorded by the interviewer. 

Classification of Data 

The sample population utilised in the study were located 

geographically in the northeast and west central areas of 

Texas. Table I¥ shows the geographic distribution in each 

area. Each of these areas represents a concentration of 

population and consequently employs a large percentage of 

the graduating teacher-education students each year. Thie 
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TABLE IV 

QJSO GRAPHIC LOCATION OF THK SAMPLE POPULATION 

Geographic Location Frequency 

Northeast Texas . . . . . . . . 54 

West central Texas 21 

Total 75 

concentration of the sample population was also at a feasible 

driving distance, making these two areas prime locations for 

the field follow-up. 

The large majority of the sample population was rated 

in the field by elementary school principals. However, in 

some caaes the immediate superiors were teaching principals 

and elementary supervisors. The diatribution of the immedi-

ate superiors' titles is presented in Table V. 

TABLE V 

TITLK DISTRIBUTION OF THS IMMEDIATE SUPERIORS 

Title Frequency 

Principal . . . . . 05 

Teaching principal. . . . . . . . . . . 4 

Elementary supervisor _J5 

Total . 75 

In several Instances, an immediate superior was requested 

to rate two of the sample subjects. Alao, on occasion, an 
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iwajedlate superior was dlsquailfled on the basis of not having 

worked with the teacher closely enough to rat® the teacher's 

effectiveness. In such eases, the subject was dropped from 

the sample population and another selected for replacement* 

the tabulation of frequency indicated that the greater per-

centage of the Immediate superiors who rated the effective-

ness of teachers were principals* 

The sample population was found to have an age range 

from twenty-two to forty-eight years. This is quit© possibly 

attributed to the fact that the sample population was com-

posed of first- arid second-year teachers. Several of the 

sample population were older women who ted become teacher® 

after rearing their children. The age distribution and 

frequencies are presented in Table VI. 

7 TABLE VI 

TEACHER AGE DISTRIBUTION 

Age Range Frequency 

40-4® 5 
50-39 6 
25-29 28 
20-24 . . 58 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . 76 

As was expected, the major age bracket of the sample popu-

lation was between twenty and twenty-five years* It was felt 

that extendlag teaching experience to two years contributed 

to the maturity of the sample population group. 
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Moat of the sample population were found to is® married. 

This was not unusual, considering that the majority of th® 

teachers wer® between twenty-two and twenty-nine years of 

age. Most of those found to be single were In th® age rang® 

from twenty-two to twenty-four years. The marital status ©f 

th® sample population is presented in fable VII. 

TABLE ¥11 

MARITAL STATUS OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION 

Marital Status Frequency 

Married , , , 41 

Single 34 

Total 

Th® relatively equal division of th© sample population's 

marital status between "married" and "single1* presents a more 

representative sample with respect to this variable, 

Enrollment of the elementary schools visited ranged froa 

approximately eighty to fifteen hundred pupils. Th® majority 

of th* schools was located in urban districtsj however, several 

were in rural areas. Those schools located In rural areas 

were often supervised by teaching principals. Also, th® 

echoola with smaller enrollment tended to be located in rural 

areas. For purposes of presentation, the enrollments of the 

schools were divided Into seven categories. Th® classification 

of category was determined by enrollment in grades one through 
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six. The majority of the schools were separate unitsj 

however, some were housed with junior high schools and 

kindergartens. The enrollment distribution in the school® 

in which the sample population was teaching is presented in 

Table VIII. 

TABUS VIII 

PUPIL SNROLLMKNT OF SCHOOLS VISITED 

Category Frequency 

0-99 1 
100-149. . 1 
150-S49. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
280-499. . 16 
&0G-74®. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
760-999. 14 

1,000-1,800 J | 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76 

Since the majority of the elementary schools visited 

was located in the Metropolitan areas of Dallas and Port 

Worth, Texas, it was suspected that the enrollments would be 

large. The' tabulation of the enrollment size of the elemen-

tary schools visited yielded a distribution resembling 

normal. 

Quantifications of the ratings of the effectiveness of 

beginning elementary teachers by classification levels are 

presented in Table II. 
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TABLE IX 

QUANTIFICATION SCORES BY GROUPS OF THE RATINGS OP TEACHER 
EFFECTIVENESS BY IMMEDIATE SUPERIORS, COLLEGE 

COORDINATORS, AND COMPOSITE TOTAL 

Group L e v e l s 

Below Average Average 
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37 3 3 70 38 47 85 5 0 43 98 
27 27 54 54 3 9 @3 55 5 0 105 
S I 27 58 44 33 77 45 55 100 
26 21 47 45 44 89 48 55 103 
28 23 S I 53 5 1 104 53 55 108 
26 3 2 58 39 43 87 48 4 0 88 
41 40 81 32 25 57 55 45 100 
28 3 1 59 4 0 36 76 40 38 7 8 
34 16 50 42 48 90 45 31 76 
5 2 3 4 66 46 46 92 44 22 66 
50 2 9 59 36 33 69 55 50 106 
26 27 5 3 49 45 94 48 45 93 
25 22 47 39 22 61 40 28 68 
29 53 62 40 42 32 44 55 99 
46 32 78 49 41 90 38 50 88 
3 9 4 1 80 37 3 2 69 51 33 84 
56 44 80 40 49 89 55 55 110 
35 29 64 47 37 : 84 51 44 99 
36 30 66 38 4 0 78 i 35 39 7 4 
30 17 55 37 4 1 7 8 48 40 88 
49 48 97 43 38 81 50 49 99 
29 28 57 44 31 75 55 43 98 
43 39 81 42 36 78 45 40 87 
38 33 71 48 40 88 43 4 9 82 
44 43 87 ! 38 42 8 0 52 44 96 

Above Average 
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the ratings of each of the sample population were 

quantified by assigning weights of 5 to "superior," 4 to 

"good," 5 to "fair," 2 to "poor," and 1 to •inferior." 

Each rating scale was sumaaarlfced 'by adding the eleven differ-

ent ratings on each scale. 

The scales were placed into the three classification 

levels of "below average," "average," and "above average,*1 

determined by temperament, intelligence, and grade-point 

average. Raw data totals for each group classification level 

were then tabulated by adding the scale total® for each group. 

The totals of the effectiveness ratings of beginning elemen-

tary teachers by classification levels are presented in 

fable X. 

TABLE X 

QUANTITATIVE TOTALS OP EVALUATIONS BY GROUP 
CLASSIFICATION LEVELS 

Composite 

Group Level Totals 

Below average . . . . . . 1,631 

Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,135 

Above average . . 2,238 

These raw data totals indicate the absolute differences 

between the three levels of group classifications. As ex-

pected, the above-average group received higher ratings than 
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the average group; and,, in turn, the aver-ago group received 

higher ratings than the bel©w-»averag© group. 

The following chapter presents a statistical analysis 

of th© raw data resulting frora th© ratings of teacher effec-

tiveness by their immediate superiors, including the method 

of statistical treatment and presentation of the statistical 

findings. 
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CHAPTER W 

a n a l y s i s o f da ta 

Statistical Treatment of Data 

The raw score data preaented.in Table IX were tabulated 

to teat the hypothesis that the effectiveness of beginning 

elementary school teachers as rated by their immediate 

superiors and coordinators of student teaching will vary 

significantly among three group levels classified by the 

Otla Quick-acoring Mental Ability Teat I Gamma Teat, Form Am: 

Gullford-Zimmeriaan Temperament Survey, factors S {sociability-

aecluaiveneaa), S (emotional atability-inatability), and F 

(cooperativeneas-intoleranee)j and grade-point average. 

The testing of the hypothesis facilitated answering 

the following queatlonas 

1, What la the relationship between the level of 

teaching effectiveness of the sample population of elementary 

school teachers trained by the School of Education at Morth 

Texas State College, and the "personal selection" trait® of 

temperament, intelligence, and grade-point average? 

2. Are the individual group claaeifloationa of "below 

average," "average," and "above average* al@alfleantly differ-

ent groupa on the basis of ratings of teacher effectiveness? 

73 
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Three different statistical comparisons of below-average, 

average, and above-average groups were mad®. The three com-

parisons utilised ratings of teacher effectiveness by the 

immediate superior®, college coordinators of student teach-

ing, and a composite total of these ratings. 

The statistical technique used was simple analysis of 

variance with the F ratio. A test for a significant gap 

between means was applied to the composite test of the 

hypothesis. 

The quantified data yielded by the ratings of immediate 

superiors were tabulated to test the hypothesis and are pre-

sented in fable XI* 

TABLE XI 

SUMMARIES OP QUANTIFIED RATINGS BY IMMEDIATE SUPERIORS 

Component Below 
Average Average Above 

Average Totals 

a 25 25 25 I a 75 

i t 852 1,061 1,195 ( i t a 3,096 

IX" 30,166 45,662 57,721 < £ - 103,549 

725,904 1,104,601 1,423,109 t(£X) 7~ » 3,253,704 

means 54.04 42.04 47.60 "7 a 40.23 
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Table XI lists the tabulated components of ratings by 

the immediate superiors necessary for statistical treatment 

by analysis of variance. 

The quantified data yielded by the ratings of college 

coordinators were tabulated to test the hypothesis and are 

presented in fable XIX* 

TABLE XII 

SUMMARIES OP QUANTIFIED RATINGS BY COLLEGE COORDINATORS 

Component 
Below 
Average Average 

Above 
Average Totals 

m 25 25 25 S # 75 

tx 779 943 1,095 HX = 2,859 

• a * 25,878 40,184 49,869 i ( X X * 115,928 

&Xf- 606,841 968,256 1,199,025 t(lLXy~ • 2,774,122 

means SI.16 37.92 43, ao H a 37.63 

Table XII lists the tabulated components of ratings by 

college coordinators necessary for statistical treatment by 

analysis of variance* 

The quantified data yielded by composite total of rating® 

by Immediate superiors and college coordinators were tabulated 

to test the hypothesis and are presented in Table XIII* 
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TABLK XIII 

SUMMARIES OF QUANTIFIED RATINGS Of COMPOSITE TOTAL 

Component 
Below 

Average Average 
Above 
Average Totals 

» 25 25 ! 25 N « 75 

I X 1,631 2,155 2,288 t l x ® 6,054 

i r 115,181 170,160 213,796 • 499,137 

£ x f 2,660,161 4,558,226 5,234,044 :§&)"* 12,453,330 

means 66.24 85.40 91.52 % • 81.05 

Tabid XIII lists the tabulated components of the com-

posite total of ratings by Immediate superiors arid college 

coordinators, necessary for statistical treatment by analysis 

of variance. 

Statistical Heaults of Treatment of Data 

She following is a summary of the results of statistical 

manipulation of component tabulation for rating® by the 

immediate superiors, college coordinators, and composite 

total of these ratings, fable XIV presents the variance 

estimates, as computed from Table XI, of the ratings of 

immediate superiors. 
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TABLE XIV 

ANALYSIS OF VARIAHCK DATA FOR RAT INCIS BY IMMEDIATE SUPERIORS 
AS RESULTS OF STATISTICAL MANIPULATION OP DATA IS TABLE XI 

Source Sun of Squares df Variance Estimate F 

Between ! 2,346.28 2 1,172.64 • » 

Within -26,599.1© 72 56.95 • •# 

Total 24,253.38 • * * • 51.76 

Tta© F ratio of SI.76 was found to be signifleant beyond 

the .001 per cent level. This finding shows that the ratings 

of the sample population by Immediate superior® varied sig-

nificantly between below-average, average, and above-average 

groups classified by the personality constellation of tem-

perament, Intelligence, and grade-point average. It seems 

evident that when potential teachers are appraised on the 

basis of the personality constellation, their corresponding 

level of teacher effectiveness *aay be predicted. 

Table j£V presents the variance estimates, a® computed 

from Table XII, of the ratings by college coordinators. 
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TABLE XV 

ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE LATA FOR RATINGS BY COLLBGS COORDINATORS 
AS RKSULTS OF STATISTICAL MANIPULATION OF DATA IN TABLE III 

Source Sum of Squares df Variance Estimate P 

Between 2 , 0s6 • 03 2 1,028.01 * • 

Within 4,963.12 72 68.05 * • 

Total 7,019.15 * ft • • 14.91 

The P ratio of 14.91 was found to be significant beyond 

the .001 per eent level. This finding shows that the ratings 

of the sample population "by college coordinators varied sig-

nificantly between below-average, average, and above-average 

groups classified by the personality constellation of tem-

perament, intelligence, and grade-point average. This is 

further evidence that when potential teachers are apprals@d 

on. the basis of the personality constellation, their corre-

sponding level of teacher effectiveness may be predicted. 

Table XVI presents the variance estimates, as computed 

from Table XIII, of the composite total of ratings by 

immediate superiors and college coordinators. The P ratio 

of 342.19 was found to be significant beyond the .001 per 

cent level. Thia composite finding controls one-rater bias 

and shows that ratings of the sample population by immediate 
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TABLE XVI 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DATA FOE RATINGS BY COMPOSITE TOTAL 
AS RESULTS OP STATISTICAL MANIPULATION OF DATA 

IN TABLE XIII 

Source Sum of Squares df Variance Estimate F 

Between 9,454.32 2 • • # * 

Within 1,003.80 72 # * • * 

Total 10,485.12 • '• • # 342.19 

superiors and college coordinators, combined, varied highly 

significantly between below-average, average, and above-

average groups classified by the personality constellation 

of temper anient , Intelligence, ami grade-point average* 

This test of the hypothesis 1® valid and reliable evidence 

that when potential teachers are properly appraised on the 

basis of the personality constellation, their corresponding 

level of teacher effeetlveneea may be predicted. 

The test for a significant gap, as presented below, 

was utilised: 

s & = *) 

This statistical test yielded a significant gap boundary 

of 3.57* The gaps between the below-average, average, and 

above-average groups were found to be 19*16 arid 6#IS, both 
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of which were beyond the level of the significant mean 

boundary. 

fh® hypothesis that th® effectiveness of beginning ele-

mentary teachers will vary eignif icantly among three levels 

of groups classified by temperament, Intelligence, and grade-

point average was sustained. Each of the statistical com-

parisons of ratings by immediate superiors, by college 

coordinators, and by composite total, was found to be sig-

nificant beyond th® .001 per cent level. 

Th® statistical results answered affirmatively the 

questions poaed by th® hypothesiss 

1. It was found that th© elementary teaching effective-

ness of the sataple population, classified on the factor© of 

temperament, intelligence, and grade-point average varied 

significantly beyond the .001 per cent level. 

2. Bach of the three classification groups—below 

average, average, and above average—were found to be in 

significantly different groups. ' 

She statistical manipulation has yielded information on 

matters concerning selection and counseling of elementary 

teachers for adjustment to teaching. Aa a group, the factors 

of temperament, intelligence, and grade-point average were 

found to compose a constellation highly predictive of 

beginning teacher effectiveness. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AMD RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The primary purpose of this study was to determine the 

relationship between the level of teaching effectiveness of 

beginning elementary school teachers and three selection 

trait®. 

The hypothesis was formulated that the effectiveness of 

beginning elementary teacher® as rated by their immediate 

superiors and coordinators of student teaching will vary 

significantly among below-average, average, and above-average 

levels of grouips classified by temperament, intelligence, 

and grade-point average. 

The study involved a field follow-up of a sampling of 

seventy-five elementary education graduates who earned de-

grees in the School of Education at Morth Tessas State College, 

Denton, Texas, during the academic years of 1958-59 and 

1959-60. The sample population, all female, was located in 

the state of Texas. 

To teat the hypothesis, the levels of teaching effective-

ness were evaluated by personal Interviews with each elemen-

tary teacher's immediate superior and college coordinator of 

student teaching* 

81 
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The resulting data ware treated statistically by simple 

analysis of variance with the F ratio. fhree separate 

statistical comparisons of below-average, average, and above-

average groups were made. fhe three comparisons utilized 

ratings of teacher effectiveness by the immediate superiors 

and by college coordinators, and a composite total of these 

ratings. 

It was proposed to Isolate a more suitable method of 

identifying the prerequisites to teaching efficiency and 

more effective procedures for guidance of future elementary 

teachers receiving their training at North Texas State 

College, thereby enabling the School of Iducation to better 

serve the child, the home, and society. 

Conclusions 

The statistical manipulation has yielded information 

on matters concerning selection and counseling of elementary 

teachers for adjustment to teaching* Xt may be inferred 

from the findings that Intelligence wag predictive of teach-

ing effectiveness a® an indicator of the level of general 

ability. In turn, the temperament factors of emotional 

stability, sociability, and personal relations indicated 

the adjustment capacity for utilizing intelligence effec-

tively in the teaching situation. Finally, the grade-point 

average was an Index of the level at which the subject is 

actually operating. As a group, the factors of intelligence, 
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temperament, and grade-point average were found to compose 

a constellation highly predictive of beginning teacher 

effectiveness* 

The positive findings of this study warrant the con-

elusion that when prospective teachers are properly appraised 

on the basis of the constellation of Intelligence, tempera-

ment, and grade-point average, their corresponding level of 

teacher effectiveness may he predicted. As a group, pros-

pective teachers may he reliably categorized as below average, 

average, and above average. 

Finally, it is concluded that the Committee for Admission 

of Students to the Elementary Teacher Program of North Texas 

State College has developed the basis for a valid and reliable 

guidance program for the selection of elementary teachers. 

Recommendations 

On the basis of the findings of experimentation, the 

following suggestions are madei 

1. It is suggested that superintendents and employment 

supervisors utilize the predictive capacities of the tem-

perament, intelligence, and grade-point-average constellation 

when selecting teachers for employment. 

2. It is suggested that school districts with high 

scholastic standards and the economic ability to pay attractive 

salaries utilize the predictive capacities of intelligence, 
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temperament, and grade-point average to Identify and employ 

above-average potential teachers. 

3. It is suggested that school administrators utilize 

the data concerning the prerequlaltes to successful teach-

ing when conducting in-service training and counseling 

teachers on professional Improvement. 

4. It is suggested that college administrators utilise 

the predictive capacities of the prerequisites to successful 

teaching when admitting teecher-education students to advanced 

professional courses. 

5. It is suggested that student personnel workers and 

instructors utilise the prerequisites to successful teaching 

when assisting students in planning professional and social 

development, and when counseling for adjustment to effective 

teaching* 

6. Finally, it is suggested that further research be 

undertaken toward Identifying the prerequisite® to effective 

teaching utilizing the personality constellation In an en-

deavor to provide suitable criteria for measurement. Mot 

until this has been accomplished will teacher-education 

institutions be able to select wisely and educate appro-

priately the great nuaiber of teachers our country demands. 
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COLLEGE RECOMMENDATION FOR CERTIFICATION 
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CHECK: Mr. • Mrs. • Miss • 

NAME: 
Last First Middle Maiden Surname 

(if applicable) 

ADDRESS: 
Street and Number City State 

DATE OF BIRTH: 

1. Is this person being recommended for a certificate^) under the old certificate laws in 
effect prior to September 1, 1955? 

Yes | | No 1 | (if yes, attach official college transcript.) 

2. Degree earned Date conferred 

3. For persons receiving secondary certificate, teaching fields are: 

First Teaching Field(s) 

Second Teaching Field(s]P^ 

^. (He, She) has the following credits in: 

a. Constitutions of United States and Texas sem. hrs. 

b. American History sem. hrs. 
or 

c. Texas History sem. hrs. 
d. Practice Teaching sem. hrs. 

(if not, two years of teaching experience must be verified on application-Item 9«) 

5. (He, She) meets requirements for a certificate. 
Provisional, Professional, or Old Type 

with an area of specialization in 
elementary, secondary, all-level (art, music, etc),or 
special service (Counselor, Supt., Deficient Vision, 
Librarian, etc.) 

6. Date credit completed for this area of specialization 

7. (He, She) is a citizen of the United States. Yes • No 1 1 

The qualifications of the above named person have been reviewed by the office designated by 
this institution to make certification recommendations. Having verified that the individual 
meets the necessary requirements, this institution recommends that (he, she) be certified to 
teach in the public schools of Texas. 

The evidence secured by this institution indicates that the applicant is of good moral 
character. (If not applicable, delete.) 

Signature of College Official Title College or University 
approved for recommendations. 

Date 
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January 3, 1961 

TGi Selected Principals, Supervisors and Coordinators 

PROMj Witt Blair, E>aan, School of Education 

This will introduce you to James 0. fat®, a doctoral student 
and part-tirae teacher In this department. He 1® conducting 
a study for the College of our reoent graduates who have gone 
Into teaching. This Is an extension of our regular follow-up 
study which for four years haa toeen clone toy mail, directly to 
the teacher. 

Ha wishes to gat your opinion of the success of these gradu-
ates by means of an interview with you* In the interest of 
improving our program, will you give him a few minute® of 
your time? 

Your help is appreciated. 

Cordially, 

Witt Blair, Dean 

WB/jr 

Fig. 31—Letter of introduction from the Dean of th® 
School of Education. 
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